
Thesis statement writing strategies and tips for 

compare and contrast essays 

 

Every essay is an argument and the writer is required to provide a thesis of the essay. if an essay 

lacks a thesis statement that essay will not be considered an essay by any standard. It is often 

witnessed in students' papers that they fail to provide the thesis statement in their essay and thus, 

fail to get desired results. To ensure high grades in your essay, you need to make a claim in it and 

prove it through evidence and related data at do my papers. A thesis statement is the crux of an 

essay, so don't miss it in your essay. 

Moreover, this problem is pervasive in compare and contrast essays as a majority of the students 

do not propose the thesis of their essay in the introductory paragraph. Writing this kind of essay 

is common among students and professors mostly assign a compare and contrast essay every 

week to students. The purpose of this essay is to help students develop critical thinking skills and 

reasoning. By assigning comparison essays, professors want to judge students for their analytical 

skills and their ability to look for subtle information that might have been missed by others. 

Yet again, most of the students fail to write a good compare and contrast essay mostly because 

they lack a proper understanding of writing this kind of essay and efficiency in writing. Such 

students should visit their do my essay center in their colleges and universities to improve their 

writing skills and understanding of compare and contrast essay writing. 

However, writing services may not be able to improve the writing skills of the students 

overnight. Writing a better piece requires a lot of practice and extensive reading. Students who 

are tuned to ask someone else, "write essay for me,” mostly fail to develop their writing skills 

adequately as they never practice it themselves. 
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A compare and contrast essay is about comparing and contrasting the similarities and differences 

of two subjects. It can be structured either on the subject by subject method or point by point 

method. In both cases, the thesis statement will be decisive in determining the structure of the 

essay.  Therefore, significant care must be given to this part as it will determine whether your 

essay will stand out or not. 

   Following are some tips to write a good thesis statement. 

1-      Determine the basis of comparison 

A writer needs to determine the basis of comparison before writing the comparative essay. As in 

this kind of essay you are going to discuss the similarities and differences in two subjects, you 



need to determine, whether more emphasis is on the similarity section or differences. So, 

determine the focus of comparison first. 

2-      Narrow down your thesis 

By narrow down, it means, make it specific and to the point. A too broad or generic thesis is 

considered a weak claim. For instance, if you have been assigned to compare and contrast two 

novels, you need to deal with one or two aspects of both novels in your thesis, e.g., theme, use of 

literary devices, style, or their influence, etc. 

3-      Place the thesis at end of the first paragraph 

Generally, there is no bar on the placement of the thesis in the introductory paragraph but in a 

compare and contrast essay, placing it at the end is more beneficial than placing it at the start or 

middle of the paragraph. It helps you narrow down the scope of your essay if the topic is too 

broad and cannot be covered objectively. From general to a specific pattern, you can narrow 

down your thesis at the end easily. Like examples at CollegeEssay 

 

4-      Create a debatable thesis 

A thesis of an essay must be debatable as a reasonable person may disagree with it. If you make 

a factual statement as your thesis, it may lack appeal and fail to capture your audience. So, make 

a working thesis in your essay that can be further refuted or discussed.   
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